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Asian Cinema A Field Guide
While a decade ago much of the discussion of new media in Asia was couched in Occidental notions of Asia as a "default setting"
for technology in the future, today we are seeing a much more complex picture of contesting new media practices and production.
As "new media" becomes increasingly an everyday reality for young and old across Asia through smartphones and associated
devices, boundaries between art, new media, and the everyday are transformed. This Handbook addresses the historical, social,
cultural, political, philosophical, artistic and economic dimensions of the region’s new media. Through an interdisciplinary revision
of both "new media" and "Asia" the contributors provide new insights into the complex and contesting terrains of both notions. The
Routledge Handbook of New Media in Asia will be the definitive publication for readers interested in comprehending all the various
aspects of new media in Asia. It provides an authoritative, up-to-date, intellectually broad, conceptually cutting-edge guide to the
important aspects of new media in the region — as the first point of consultation for researchers, advanced level undergraduate and
postgraduate students in fields of new media and Asian studies.
Asian CinemaA Field GuideHarper Collins
This is the first full-length English-language study of one of the world's most exciting and innovative cinemas. Covering a period
from 1909 to 'the end of Hong Kong cinema' in the present day, this book features information about the films, the studios, the
personalities and the contexts that have shaped a cinema famous for its energy and style. It includes studies of the films of King
Hu, Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan, as well as those of John Woo and the directors of the various 'New Waves'. Stephen Teo
explores this cinema from both Western and Chinese perspectives and encompasses genres ranging from melodrama to martial
arts, 'kung fu', fantasy and horror movies, as well as the international art-house successes.
Acknowledgements; Introduction; 1: Tracing The Hollywood Meme: Towards a Comparative Model of Transnational Adaptation; 2:
Hollywood and the Popular Cinema of Turkey; 3: Hollywood and the Popular Cinema of the Philippines; 4: Hollywood and the
Popular Cinema of India; Conclusion; Bibliography; Index
Glimpses of Freedom is the outcome of a project collaboratively conceived by a new generation of scholars of cinema in
Southeast Asia, inspired by the growing domestic and international visibility of notable films and videos from the region.
From the critically acclaimed Malaysian film Sepet to the on-going box office successes of the films created by Hong Kong director
Wong Kar Wai, cinematic texts from the nations of Asia are increasingly capturing audiences beyond their national boundaries.
Tradition, Culture and Aesthetics in Contemporary Asian Cinema explores the rise of popular Asian cinema and provides an
understanding of the aesthetic elements that mark these films as 'Asian cinema'. Incorporating examples of contemporary films
from China, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, Malaysia and India, Peter C. Pugsley gives readers a fresh insight into the
rapidly developing discourse on popular Asian media. The book's chapters focus on the aesthetic features of national cinemas and
the intersections of local/global encountered in the production, distribution and consumption of contemporary Asian films. By
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tracking across some of the most influential countries in Asia the book is able to offer new perspectives into the visual and aural
features that create greater understanding between East and West. As distribution and technological advances make Asian films
more readily available, an understanding of the different aesthetics at play will enable readers of this book to recognise key cultural
motifs found in cinematic texts from Asia.
East Asian Screen Industries is a guide to the film industries of Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and the PRC. The
authors examine how local production has responded to global trends and explore the effects of widespread de-regulation and
China's accession to the World Trade Organisation.
Michigan Monograph Series in Japanese Studies No. 65 The Research Guide to Japanese Film Studies provides a snapshot of all
the archival and bibliographic resources available to students and scholars of Japanese cinema. Among the nations of the world,
Japan has enjoyed an impressively lively print culture related to cinema. The first film books and periodicals appeared shortly after
the birth of cinema, proliferating wildly in the 1910s with only the slightest pause in the dark days of World War II. The numbers of
publications match the enormous scale of film production, but with the lack of support for film studies in Japan, much of it remains
as uncharted territory, with few maps to negotiate the maze of material. This book is the first all-embracing guide ever published
for approaching the complex archive for Japanese cinema. It lists all the libraries and film archives in the world with significant
collections of film prints, still photographs, archival records, books, and periodicals. It provides a comprehensive, annotated
bibliography of the core books and magazines for the field. And it supplies hints for how to find and access materials for any
research project. Above and beyond that, Nornes and Gerow’s Research Guide to Japanese Film Studies constitutes a
comprehensive overview of the impressive dimensions and depth of the print culture surrounding Japanese film, and a guideline
for future research in the field. This is an essential book for anyone seriously thinking about Japan and its cinema.
This collection examines Southeast Asia's cinematic development throughout the latter part of the 20th century, before the
post-2000 revival and the advent of digital filmmaking. Following the end of World War 2, after which many Southeast Asian
nations gained their national independence, and up until the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-1998, film industries in Southeast Asia
had distinctive and colourful histories shaped by unique national and domestic conditions. This collection addresses the similar
themes, histories, trends, technologies, and socio-political events that have moulded the art and industry of film in this region,
identifying the unique characteristics that continue to shape cinema, spectatorship and Southeast Asian filmmaking in the present
and the future. Bringing together scholars across the region, chapters explore the conditions that have given rise to today's
burgeoning Southeast Asian cinemas as well as the gaps that manifest as temporal belatedness and historical disjunctures in the
more established regional industries.
Multiple Modernities explores the cultural terrain of East Asia. Arguing that becoming modern happens differently in different places, the
contributors examines popular culture - most notable cinema and television - to see how modernization, as both a response to the West and
as a process that is unique in its own right in the region, operates on a mass level. Included in this collection are significant explorations of
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popular culture in East Asia, including Chinese new cinema and rock music, Korean cinema, Taiwanese television, as well as discussions of
alternative arts in general. While each essay focuses on specific nations or cinemas, the collected effect of reading them is to offer a
comprehensive, in-depth picture of how popular culture in East Asia operates to both generate and reflect the immense change this
significant region of the world is undergoing. Contributors include: Jeroen de Kloet, Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto, Yomota Inuhiko, Frances Gateward,
Hector Rodriguez, Dai Jaihua, David Desser, August Palmer, Lu Szu-Ping and the editor.
The Routledge Companion to Cult Cinema offers an overview of the field of cult cinema – films at the margin of popular culture and art that
have received exceptional cultural visibility and status mostly because they break rules, offend, and challenge understandings of achievement
(some are so bad they’re good, others so good they remain inaccessible). Cult cinema is no longer only comprised of the midnight movie or
the extreme genre film. Its range has widened and the issues it broaches have become battlegrounds in cultural debates that typify the first
quarter of the twenty-first century. Sections are introduced with the major theoretical frameworks, philosophical inspirations, and
methodologies for studying cult films, with individual chapters excavating the most salient criticism of how the field impacts cultural discourse
at large. Case studies include the worst films ever; exploitation films; genre cinema; multiple media formats cult cinema is expressed through;
issues of cultural, national, and gender representations; elements of the production culture of cult cinema; and, throughout, aspects of the
aesthetics of cult cinema – its genre, style, look, impact, and ability to yank viewers out of their comfort zones. The Routledge Companion to
Cult Cinema goes beyond the traditional scope of Anglophone and North American cinema by including case studies of East and South Asia,
continental Europe, the Middle East, and Latin America, making it an innovative and important resource for researchers and students alike.
Gilles Deleuze published two radical books on film: Cinema 1: The Movement-Image and Cinema 2: The Time-Image. Engaging with a wide
range of film styles, histories and theories, Deleuze's writings treat film as a new form of philosophy. This ciné-philosophy offers a startling
new way of understanding the complexities of the moving image, its technical concerns and constraints as well as its psychological and
political outcomes. Deleuze and Cinema presents a step-by-step guide to the key concepts behind Deleuze's revolutionary theory of the
cinema. Exploring ideas through key directors and genres, Deleuze's method is illustrated with examples drawn from American, British,
continental European, Russian and Asian cinema. Deleuze and Cinema provides the first introductory guide to Deleuze's radical methodology
for screen analysis. It will be invaluable for students and teachers of Film, Media and Philosophy.
Traces the history of Hong Kong cinema in its social and historical context and discusses the plots, characters, and production techniques of
a wide range of films
The Routledge Handbook of Japanese Cinema provides a timely and expansive overview of Japanese cinema today, through cutting-edge
scholarship that reflects the hybridity of approaches defining the field. The volume’s twenty-one chapters represent work by authors with
diverse backgrounds and expertise, recasting traditional questions of authorship, genre, and industry in broad conceptual frameworks such
as gender, media theory, archive studies, and neoliberalism. The volume is divided into four parts, each representing an emergent area of
inquiry: "Decentring Classical Cinema" "Questions of Industry" "Intermedia as an Approach" "The Object Life of Film" This is the first
anthology of Japanese cinema scholarship to span the temporal framework of 200 years, from the vibrant magic lantern culture of the
nineteenth century, through to the formation of the film industry in the twentieth century, and culminating in cinema’s migration to gaming,
surveillance video, and other new media platforms of the twenty-first century. This handbook will prove a useful resource to students and
scholars of Japanese studies, film studies, and cultural studies more broadly.
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The cinema of Japan predates that of Russia, China, and India, and it has been able to sustain itself without outside assistance for over a
century. Japanese cinema's long history of production and considerable output has seen films made in a variety of genres, including
melodramas, romances, gangster movies, samurai movies, musicals, horror films, and monster films. It has also produced some of the most
famous names in the history of cinema: Akira Kurosawa, Hayao Miyazaki, Beat Takeshi, Toshirô Mifune, Godzilla, The Ring, Akira,
Rashomon, and Seven Samurai. The Historical Dictionary of Japanese Cinema is an introduction to and overview of the long history of
Japanese cinema. It aims to provide an entry point for those with little or no familiarity with the subject, while it is organized so that scholars in
the field will also be able to use it to find specific information. This is done through a detailed chronology, an introductory essay, and
appendixes of films, film studios, directors, and performers. The cross-referenced dictionary entries cover key films, genres, studios,
directors, performers, and other individuals. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know
more about Japanese cinema.
Building on and bringing up to date the material presented in the first installment of Directory of World Cinema: Japan, this volume continues
the exploration of the enduring classics, cult favorites, and contemporary blockbusters of Japanese cinema with new contributions from
leading critics and film scholars. Among the additions to this volume are in-depth treatments of two previously unexplored genres--youth
cinema and films depicting lower-class settings--considered alongside discussions of popular narrative forms, including J-Horror, samurai
cinema, anime, and the Japanese New Wave. Accompanying the critical essays in this volume are more than 150 new film reviews,
complemented by full-color film stills, and significantly expanded references for further study. From the Golden Age to the film festival
favorites of today, Directory of World Cinema: Japan 2 completes this comprehensive treatment of a consistently fascinating national cinema.
This collection offers new approaches to theorizing Asian film in relation to the history, culture, geopolitics and economics of the continent.
Bringing together original essays written by established and emerging scholars, this anthology transcends the limitations of national borders
to do justice to the diverse ways in which the cinema shapes Asia geographically and imaginatively in the world today. From the revival of the
Silk Road as the “belt and road” of a rising China to historical ruminations on the legacy of colonialism across the continent, the authors
argue that the category of “Asian cinema” from Turkey to the edges of the Pacific continues to play a vital role in cutting-edge film research.
This handbook will serve as an essential guide for committed scholars, students, and all those interested in the past, present, and possible
future of Asian cinema in the 21st century.
The authoritative guide to Japanese film, completely revised and updated. Now available in paperback for the first time, A Hundred Years of
Japanese Film by Donald Richie, the foremost Western expert on Japanese film, gives us an incisive, detailed, and fully illustrated history of
the country's cinema. Called "the dean of Japan's arts critics" by Time magazine, Richie takes us from the inception of Japanese cinema at
the end of the nineteenth century, through the achievements of Kurosawa, Mizoguchi, and Ozu, then on to the notable works of contemporary
filmmakers. This revised edition includes analyses of the latest trends in Japanese cinema, such as the revival of the horror genre, and
introduces today's up-and-coming directors and their works. As Paul Schrader writes in his perceptive foreword, Richie's accounting of the
Japanese film "retains his sensitivity to the actual circumstances of film production (something filmmakers know very well but historians often
overlook) . . . and shows the interweave of filmmaking-the contributions of directors, writers, cinematographers, actors, musicians, art
directors, as well as financiers." Of primary interest to those who would like to watch the works introduced in these pages, Richie has
provided capsule reviews of the major subtitled Japanese films commercially available in DVD and VHS formats. This guide has been
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updated to include not only the best new movie releases, but also classic films available in these formats for the first time.

This book explores the range and dynamism of contemporary Asian cinemas, covering East Asia (China, Japan, South Korea,
Hong Kong, Taiwan), Southeast Asia (Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia), South Asia (Bollywood), and West Asia (Iran), in order to
discover what is common about them and to engender a theory or concept of "Asian Cinema". It goes beyond existing work which
provides a field survey of Asian cinema, probing more deeply into the field of Asian Cinema, arguing that Asian Cinema constitutes
a separate pedagogical subject, and putting forward an alternative cinematic paradigm. The book covers "styles", including the
works of classical Asian Cinema masters, and specific genres such as horror films, and Bollywood and Anime, two very popular
modes of Asian Cinema; "spaces", including artistic use of space and perspective in Chinese cinema, geographic and personal
space in Iranian cinema, the private "erotic space" of films from South Korea and Thailand, and the persistence of the family unit in
the urban spaces of Asian big cities in many Asian films; and "concepts" such as Pan-Asianism, Orientalism, Nationalism and
Third Cinema. The rise of Asian nations on the world stage has been coupled with a growing interest, both inside and outside Asia,
of Asian culture, of which film is increasingly an indispensable component – this book provides a rich, insightful overview of what
exactly constitutes Asian Cinema.
Japanese film director Seijun Suzuki began his career making increasingly outrageous B movies for Nikkatsu Studios in the 1950s
and 1960s (he was eventually fired for his stylistic excesses). More than ten years later, he reinvented himself as an independent
filmmaker with a uniquely eccentric vision. He remains a cult figure outside of Japan and his influence can be seen in the work of
directors as diverse as Jim Jarmusch, Baz Luhrmann, and Quentin Tarantino. Time and Place Are Nonsense, the first book-length
study of his work in English, aims to enhance the appreciation of his films by analyzing them in light of the cultural and political
turmoil of post-World War II Japan and the aesthetic traditions that inform them.
Since 1984, Chinese cinema has been the most dramatic entry onto the international film scene. China into Film is the first book to
look at contemporary Chinese cinema as a visual art and to illustrate the ways in which it has been shaped by centuries of
Chinese tradition. Jerome Silbergeld looks at the significance of gender roles, the strategies of film-makers in coping with state
censorship, the translation of novels into films, the continuing attachment of film-makers to melodrama, and cinematic critiques of
Maoism and post-Maoist culture. Abundantly illustrated with Chinese paintings as well as scenes from such internationally
acclaimed films as Yellow Earth, Red Sorghum, Raise the Red Lantern and Farewell My Concubine, China into Film reveals a
cinematic form at once excitingly new and deeply imbedded in traditional Chinese visual culture.
The Japanese Cinema Book provides a new and comprehensive survey of one of the world's most fascinating and widely admired
filmmaking regions. In terms of its historical coverage, broad thematic approach and the significant international range of its
authors, it is the largest and most wide-ranging publication of its kind to date. Ranging from renowned directors such as Akira
Kurosawa to neglected popular genres such as the film musical and encompassing topics such as ecology, spectatorship, homemovies, colonial history and relations with Hollywood and Europe, The Japanese Cinema Book presents a set of new, and often
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surprising, perspectives on Japanese film. With its plural range of interdisciplinary perspectives based on the expertise of
established and emerging scholars and critics, The Japanese Cinema Book provides a groundbreaking picture of the different
ways in which Japanese cinema may be understood as a local, regional, national, transnational and global phenomenon. The
book's innovative structure combines general surveys of a particular historical topic or critical approach with various micro-level
case studies. It argues there is no single fixed Japanese cinema, but instead a fluid and varied field of Japanese filmmaking
cultures that continue to exist in a dynamic relationship with other cinemas, media and regions. The Japanese Cinema Book is
divided into seven inter-related sections: · Theories and Approaches · * Institutions and Industry · * Film Style · * Genre · * Times
and Spaces of Representation · * Social Contexts · * Flows and Interactions
The First Complete Guide to Asian Film Asian cinema has never been more popular than it is today. In recent years, films such as
Spirited Away, Hero, Kung Fu Hustle, and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon have made surprising inroads into the American box
office. Directors such as Jim Jarmusch, with Ghost Dog, and Quentin Tarantino, with Kill Bill Vols. I and II, have paid unabashed
tribute to the Asian directors who have influenced them. On the world festival circuit, Asian films regularly win prestigious awards
and are presented at film festivals from Sundance to Cannes. Asian Cinema: A Field Guide is the first book to provide a complete
overview of the past, present, and future of the world's most dynamic and influential filmmaking region. Over 300 films from China,
India, Japan, Korea, Iran, and Taiwan, as well as the emerging films of Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Vietnam, and Sri Lanka, are all included here. Illustrated with more than 100 film stills and photographs Includes historical and
cultural background information for each region's cinema Covers anime, Hong Kong action, Japanese horror, Bollywood, and
much more!
A Companion to Chinese Cinema is a collection of original essays written by experts in a range of disciplines that provide a
comprehensive overview of the evolution and current state of Chinese cinema. Represents the most comprehensive coverage of
Chinese cinema to date Applies a multidisciplinary approach that maps the expanding field of Chinese cinema in bold and
definitive ways Draws attention to previously neglected areas such as diasporic filmmaking, independent documentary, film styles
and techniques, queer aesthetics, star studies, film and other arts or media Features several chapters that explore China’s new
market economy, government policy, and industry practice, placing the intricate relationship between film and politics in a historical
and international context Includes overviews of Chinese film studies in Chinese and English publications
This book explores the collaborative models of film production, distribution, exhibition and reception that have enabled greater cooperation and integration between Asia's film industries.
This story guide for Makoto Shinkai's hit your name. features beautiful scenes from the film, along with background art, character
and concept art, storyboards, and a variety of exclusive interviews from the people who brought Mitsuha and Taki's story to life!
* An overview of digital cinema system requirements * Post production work flow * Color in digital cinema * The digital cinema
mastering process * Fundamentals of compression * Security * Basics of audio * Digital distribution * Digital projection technology *
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Theater systems * The international perspective: Views from Europe, Asia and Latin America * A realistic assessment of the future
of digital cinema With contributions by: Richard Crudo, President, American Society of Cinematographers Leon Silverman,
Executive Vice President, Laser Pacific Media Corporation Charles Poynton, Color Scientist Chris Carey, Senior Vice President,
Studio New Technology, The Walt Disney Studios Bob Lambert, Corporate Senior Vice President New Technology & New Media,
The Walt Disney Company Bill Kinder, Pixar Animation Studios Glenn Kennel, DLP Cinema Peter Symes, Manager, Advanced
Technology, Thomson Broadcast & Media Solutions Robert Schumann, President, Cinea, Inc., Asian cinema is an area of increasing interest in Anglo-US film studies while Asian films are now widely distributed and popular
with western audiences. The fascination with Asian cinema must be examined in the context of a complex and often problematic
relationship between western scholars, students, viewers and Asian films. This book, therefore, examines a number of detailed
case studies (such as the films of Ozu, Bruce Lee, Hong Kong and Turkish cinema, Hindi melodramas, Godzilla films, Taiwanese
directors and Fifth Generation Chinese cinema) and uses them in order to investigate the limitations of Anglo-US theoretical
models and critical paradigms. By engaging the readers with familiar areas of critical discourse (such as postcolonial criticism,
'national cinema', 'genre', 'authorship' and 'stardom') the book aims to introduce within such contexts the 'unfamiliar' case studies
which will be explored in depth and detail. The advantage of such an approach is that it works with the dynamics of
familiarity/unfamiliarity and resists the temptation to construct Asian cinemas as a gallery of exotic objects that might be
particularly fascinating but remain deeply distant and foreign. Features*A comprehensive study of Asian cinemas, including Hong
Kong, Japan, China, India, Turkey and Taiwan*An accessible guide for the study and research of Asian cinema which addresses
undergraduate and postgraduate students and researchers* Each section contains a contextualising introduction* Includes key
texts by Ackbar Abbas, Rey Chow, David Desser, Dimitris Eleftheriotis, Nezih Erdo
"MacDonald's selections tread a pitch-perfect path between being comprehensive and making an engrossing and illuminating
narrative. He has perfected his voice, and controls the entire history of U.S. avant-garde film with an easy and graceful
confidence."—David E. James, author of The Most Typical Avant-Garde: History and Geography of Minor Cinemas in Los Angeles
The East and Southeast Asia region constitutes the world’s most compelling theatre of accelerated globalization and industrial
restructuring. Following a spectacular realization of the ‘industrialization paradigm’ and a period of services-led growth, the early
twenty-first century economic landscape among leading Asian states now comprises a burgeoning ‘New Economy’ spectrum of
the most advanced industrial trajectories, including finance, the knowledge economy and the ‘new cultural economy’. In an
agenda-setting volume, New Economic Spaces in Asian Citiesdraws on stimulating research conducted by a new generation of
urban scholars to generate critical analysis and theoretical insights on the New Economy phenomenon within Asia. New industry
formation and the transformation of older economic practices constitute instruments of development, as well as signifiers of larger
processes of change, expressed in the reproduction of space in the city. Asia’s major cities become the key staging areas for the
New Economy, driven by the growing wealth of an urban middle and professional class, higher education institutions, city-based
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inter-regional movements and urban mega-projects. New Economic Spaces in Asian Citesanimates this New Economy discourse
by means of vibrant storylines of instructive cities and sites, including cases studies situated in cities such as Tokyo, Seoul,
Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen, and Singapore. Theoretical and normative issues associated with the emergence of the new cultural
economy are the subject of the book’s context-setting chapters, and each case study presents an evocative narrative of
development interdependencies and exemplary outcomes on the ground. New Economic Spaces in Asian Citiesoffers a vivid
contribution to our understanding of the ongoing transformation of Asia’s urban system, including the critical intersections of global
and local-regional dynamics in processes of new industry formation and the relayering of space in the Asian metropolis. The
synthesis of empirical profiles, normative insights, and theoretical reference points enhances the book’s interest for scholars and
students in fields of Asian studies, urban and cultural studies, and urban and economic geography, as well as for policy specialists
and urban/community planners.
This authoritative and accessible guide to the study of Indian Cinema is the first designed specifically to help students understand
the complexities and intricacies of studying Indian cinema. It covers the vast range of cinemas of India, including the meteoric rise
of Bollywood, and describes the important theoretical approaches to the analysis of films, such as the cinematic audience and
audience segmentation. The book examines the filmmaking process to show how an Indian movie is made and the technology
entailed. All the major issues are discussed: the relationship between cast and crew, the contributions of the designers and
choreographers, the impact of the corporatisation of the film industry, censorship, taxation, insurance and advertising. From Aan to
Langaan and beyond will help students make sense of the complexities and intricacies of Indian cinema. With the help of case
studies of filmic analysis, it will equip them with the theoretical approaches and concepts they require for analysing Indian film. And
with its comprehensive coverage, extensive bibliography and suggestions for further reading, its discussion of pedagogical issues
about the teaching of Indian cinema and its sample questions, teachers too will find the book an indispensible resource for
teaching Indian cinema.
This book is an original volume of essays that sheds new and critical light on current and emerging filmmaking trends and
practices in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan and South Korea. A timely and important contribution to existing scholarship in the
field.
This book provides a multifaceted single-volume account of Japanese cinema. It addresses productive debates about what
Japanese cinema is, where Japanese cinema is, as well as what and where Japanese cinema studies is, at the so-called period of
crisis of national boundary under globalization and the so-called period of crisis of cinema under digitalization.
Cinema and the Cultural Cold War explores the ways in which postwar Asian cinema was shaped by transnational collaborations
and competitions between newly independent and colonial states at the height of Cold War politics. Sangjoon Lee adopts a
simultaneously global and regional approach when analyzing the region's film cultures and industries. New economic conditions in
the Asian region and shared postwar experiences among the early cinema entrepreneurs were influenced by Cold War politics, US
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cultural diplomacy, and intensified cultural flows during the 1950s and 1960s. By taking a closer look at the cultural realities of this
tumultuous period, Lee comprehensively reconstructs Asian film history in light of the international relationships forged, broken,
and re-established as the influence of the non-aligned movement grew across the Cold War. Lee elucidates how motion picture
executives, creative personnel, policy makers, and intellectuals in East and Southeast Asia aspired to industrialize their Hollywoodinspired system in order to expand the market and raise the competitiveness of their cultural products. They did this by forming the
Federation of Motion Picture Producers in Asia, co-hosting the Asian Film Festival, and co-producing films. Cinema and the
Cultural Cold War demonstrates that the emergence of the first intensive postwar film producers' network in Asia was, in large part,
the offspring of Cold War cultural politics and the product of American hegemony. Film festivals that took place in cities as diverse
as Tokyo, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Kuala Lumpur were annual showcases of cinematic talent as well as opportunities for the
Central Intelligence Agency to establish and maintain cultural, political, and institutional linkages between the United States and
Asia during the Cold War. Cinema and the Cultural Cold War reanimates this almost-forgotten history of cinema and the film
industry in Asia.
Hong Kong cinema began attracting international attention in the 1980s. By the early 1990s, Hong Kong had become "Hollywood
East" as its film industry rose to first in the world in per capita production, was ranked second to the United States in the number of
films it exported, and stood third in the world in the number of films produced per year behind the United States and India. This
second edition of Historical Dictionary of Hong Kong Cinema contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive
bibliography. The dictionary section has over 600 cross-referenced entries on directors, producers, writers, actors, films, film
companies, genres, and terminology. This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know
more about Hong Kong cinema.
Your next stop--mutants, monsters, and mushroom clouds. America, the only country to have dropped the Bomb, and Japan, the
only country to have suffered its wrath, naturally portray the nuclear threat through different cinematic lenses, and Apocalypse
Then shows the view from both sides of the Pacific. American science fiction films of the 1950s and 1960s generally argue that it is
possible to put the nuclear genie back in the bottle, whereas Japanese science fiction films of the same period assert that once
freed, the nuclear genie could never again be imprisoned. With this viewpoint in mind, this book examines the genre movies of
these two countries released between 1951 and 1967 that spotlight the nuclear threat, running the gamut from Godzilla to Dr.
Strangelove, from The Mysterians to The Incredible Shrinking Man, from The Last War to On the Beach.
This definitive study of Hong Kong cinema examines the work of directors such as Tsui Hark, John Woo, Ringo Lam, Johnnie To,
King Hu, and Wong Kar Wai.
Shoot It! is a revealing history of how Hollywood, with its eye on the bottom line, arguably lost its ability to support the work of
creative filmmakers; it is also a passionate portrait of the American independent film scene that has produced some of the best
movies of the last two decades and inspired those in other countries to do the same. The book examines the Hollywood studio
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system over several decades, from the period when moguls like Harry and Jack Warner and Louis B. Mayer made quality yet
commercially viable films, to today, when studios seem only interested in surefire sequels and comic-book adaptations aimed at a
global audience. By the same token, Shoot It! also celebrates today's great movies produced outside of the studio system,
chronicling the international independent film movement in seven countries (the United States, Canada, Mexico, Britain, France,
Romania, and South Korea), from its roots (French New Wave, British kitchen sink, the New York scene) to the revolutionary
impact of digital technology. It also features commentary from indie film notables such as Gus Van Sant, Mike Leigh, Claire Denis,
Atom Egoyan, Catherine Breillat, Sally Potter, John Sayles, and Ken Loach. While the studios envisage a generic universe,
repressing local film cultures along the way, talented independents continue to tell local stories with universal appeal. This book is
a celebration of those determined filmmakers who, despite it all, overcome all obstacles and just shoot it. David Spaner is a film
critic and freelance journalist in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Compiled by two skilled librarians and a Taiwanese film and culture specialist, this volume is the first multilingual and most
comprehensive bibliography of Taiwanese film scholarship, designed to satisfy the broad interests of the modern researcher. The
second book in a remarkable three-volume research project, An Annotated Bibliography for Taiwan Film Studies catalogues the
published and unpublished monographs, theses, manuscripts, and conference proceedings of Taiwanese film scholars from the
1950s to 2013. Paired with An Annotated Bibliography for Chinese Film Studies (2004), which accounts for texts dating back to the
1920s, this series brings together like no other reference the disparate voices of Chinese film scholarship, charting its unique
intellectual arc. Organized intuitively, the volume begins with reference materials (bibliographies, cinematographies, directories,
indexes, dictionaries, and handbooks) and then moves through film history (the colonial period, Taiwan dialect film, new Taiwan
cinema, the 2/28 incident); film genres (animated, anticommunist, documentary, ethnographic, martial arts, teen); film reviews; film
theory and technique; interdisciplinary studies (Taiwan and mainland China, Taiwan and Japan, film and aboriginal peoples, film
and literature, film and nationality); biographical materials; film stories, screenplays, and scripts; film technology; and
miscellaneous aspects of Taiwanese film scholarship (artifacts, acts of censorship, copyright law, distribution channels, film
festivals, and industry practice). Works written in multiple languages include transliteration/romanized and original script entries,
which follow universal AACR-2 and American cataloguing standards, and professional notations by the editors to aid in the use of
sources.
With the vast majority of academic theory on tourism based on ‘Western’ tourists, Asia on Tour illustrates why the rapid growth of
travel for leisure and recreation in Asia demands a reappraisal of how tourism is analyzed and understood. Examining domestic
and intra-regional tourism, the book reveals how improvements in infrastructures, ever increasing disposable incomes, liberalized
economies, the inter-connectivities of globalization and the lowering of borders, both physical and political, are now enabling
millions of Asians to travel as tourists. Drawing upon multidisciplinary theoretical perspectives and up-to-date empirical research,
the twenty-three accessible essays in this volume indicate why a rigorous and critical study of Asian tourism must become integral
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to both our analysis of this rapidly transforming region and our interpretation of global tourism in the twenty first century. As a rich
collection of essays on heritage and tourism oriented around Asian tourists, Asia on Tour will be of particular interest to students
and scholars working in the fields of tourism, Asian studies, geography, heritage, anthropology, development, sociology, and
cultural and postcolonial studies.
Asian Americans and the Media provides a concise, thoughtful, critical and cultural studies analysis of U.S. media representations
of Asian Americans. The book also explores ways Asian Americans have resisted, responded to, and conceptualized the terrain of
challenge and resistance to those representations, often through their own media productions. In this engaging and accessible
book, Ono and Pham summarize key scholarship on Asian American media, as well as lay theoretical groundwork to help
students, scholars and other interested readers understand historical and contemporary media representations of Asian
Americans in traditional media, including print, film, music, radio, and television, as well as in newer media, primarily internetsituated. Since Asian Americans had little control over their representation in early U.S. media, historically dominant white society
largely constructed Asian American media representations. In this context, the book draws attention to recurring patterns in media
representation, as well as responses by Asian America. Today, Asian Americans are creating complex, sophisticated, and
imaginative self-portraits within U.S. media, often equipped with powerful information and education about Asian Americans.
Throughout, the book suggests media representations are best understood within historical, cultural, political, and social contexts,
and envisions an even more active role in media for Asian Americans in the future. Asian Americans and the Media will be an ideal
text for all students taking courses on Asian American Studies, Minorities and the Media and Race and Ethic Studies.
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